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As Chinese incomes continue to grow so has Chinese consumer purchasing power and lifestyles. Through 

its rapidly growing middle class, cars have overtaken motorcycles as the vehicles of choice and today - cars 

have now replaced motorcycles as the main mode of transport.  Today, China has 154 million private 

vehicles, next only to the U.S. and to put it into context – this is just a quarter of American’s car ownership; 

a number which is expected to grow further.  

The Chinese consumer is also spoilt for choice when it comes to buying their preferred gas guzzler. In 

addition to popular foreign brands such as VW, Hyundai, Toyota and Nissan; domestic manufacturers such 

as SAIC Motor Corp., Dongfeng Motor Group Co., Chongqing Changan Automobile Co., have advanced 

significantly in its product development, quality, brand marketing and is seeing a growing fan base on its 

home ground.  

With the rise in car ownership (and the internet!), consumers are also becoming more savvy in terms of 

managing the cost of owning a car. Not wanting to be saddled with huge costly repairs and maintenance, 

car owners are constantly seeking ways of to protect themselves against such unplanned expenses.  

The Chinese authorities have stepped in on this and has from 1st October 2013, initiated a policy that 

vehicle dealers will be required to repair a vehicle for three years after its purchase or before it completes 

a mileage of 60,000 kilometres.  

However, this is usually not sufficient, as most car owners can vouch (the expensive servicing kicks in from 

year three of owning a car), and so on top of the mandatory protection offered by the authorities, savvy 

customers are starting to request for extended warranty on top of their new vehicle purchase.  

In China, extended warranty is being offered in the following ways; offered by dealers on an optional basis 

for new and used vehicles, included as part of the vehicle price so all consumers benefit from extended 

coverage, offered by motor insurers directly to their customers, offered by third party extended warranty 

providers and retail brokers.  

A franchised dealer will usually offer a manufacturer-backed extended warranty product or reputable third 

party warranty, sold on new vehicles. The extended warranty is in addition to the manufacturer’s 3-year 

warranty.  

Extended warranty may be purchased through approved certified and used vehicle schemes.  These 

products tend to be comprehensive (bumper to bumper cover), may have unlimited mileage limits and are 

reserved for vehicles which have gone through extensive pre-sale checks. 

Dealers are able to offer consumers a choice of coverage to meet their requirements and price tolerance.   

Minimum coverage in the market covers basic powertrain. On the top end, All Mechanical and All Electrical 

components can be covered subject to vehicle age, claim limits, mileage and coverage period time limits. 

Wear and tear items are excluded such as brake pads, clutch and exhausts.  



 
 
The benefits of the extended warranty does not end with the consumer but it benefits the dealers too.  

Dealers selling extended warranty tend to enjoy increased customer retention, service and repair work 

retention and use of genuine parts and if sold on an optional basis, the dealer is able to increase their F&I 

income.  A vehicle serviced on a regular basis with service and repairs undertaken by the selling dealer 

using genuine parts will attract a higher trade in value, allowing the selling dealer to offer better terms to 

their customers on their next purchase.  

That being said, it is still a relatively new offering in China.  

In the US, franchised dealers in 2013 achieved a sales penetration of 41.9% on new vehicle extended 

warranty products. That is nearly one in two customers who realised the benefits of extended warranty.  

China has a long way to go on achieving this type of sales penetration but it is on the right path. Dealers 

rely on plain language comprehensive extended warranty policies that pay in the event of a claim, 

competitively priced products, efficient claims process, web based delivery system for both policy and 

claims notification and F&I training by expert training firms on how to sell extended warranty.  

Training is one area that requires much more focus, resources and commitment from the industry if China 

is going to achieve sales penetration levels similar to the US. 

NexAssure Group, an extended warranty specialist, is one of the pioneer teams in the market and has been 

working with major Chinese clients over the last three years on bringing expertise on extended warranty. 

It has played an instrumental role in developing robust rating, proven and clear policy wordings, sales and 

marketing strategies, training in-house teams, reinsurance strategies, claims handling advices and 

troubleshooting on existing programmes.   

Anthony Hobrow, CEO of NexAssure Group commented “The growth potential for vehicle extended 

warranty in China is exciting. Over the last few years we have successfully been working with Chinese firms 

to launch programmes by providing our expertise and support which we have gained over the last 20 years 

in North American and European markets. China is our top focus”.  

NexAssure Group continues to evolve to meet the demands of the Chinese market by growing their 

extended warranty portfolios through expert pricing and reinsurance capacity through its in-house 

managing general agency backed by an AA- rated global reinsurer and outsourcing of technical claim 

functions.  

Modern vehicles are more complex than ever, filled with expensive technology, electrical wiring, and 

computerized equipment and is destined to be even more so with the rise of electric cars and when such 

systems fail, it can be expensive to diagnose, isolate, and repair the problem.  With the trend of having an 

extended warranty taking root – hopefully this burden can be mitigated for car owners- leaving consumers 

one less thing to worry in owning a car.  


